
 
Tenure-Track position in Particle Phenomenology, U. of Amsterdam 
 
The Institute for Theoretical Physics of the U. of Amsterdam is seeking exceptional 
candidates to fill a Tenure-Track position in Particle Phenomenology, commencing in 
September 2013. 
 
The institute currently hosts many research groups active in String Theory, 
Astroparticle Physics and High Energy Physics, as well the recently founded GRAPPA 
(Gravitation and Astroparticle Physics in Amsterdam) Institute, which recently hired 6 
new faculty. It is housed in the new building of the Faculty of Science at the Science 
Park Amsterdam, and the resulting proximity of experimentalists at Nikhef, working on 
ATLAS, Km3Net, CTA, LOFAR and XENON100/XENON1T, provides an ideal 
ground for further collaborations. 
 
This tenure-track position is funded as part of the Delta-Institute for Theoretical Physics 
(D-ITP), a new initiative joining theoretical physicists from Amsterdam, Leiden and 
Utrecht. The primary aim of D-ITP is to deepen the collaborations between the 
associated researchers, and the candidate is expected to actively contribute to this. For 
this position, the institute is looking for candidates with experience in the general field 
of Particle Phenomenology. 
 
Applicants will have a proven track record in research, a demonstrable commitment to 
teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and, most importantly the ability to 
develop an independent and vigorous theory research program. The successful 
candidate is also expected to foster collaborations not only within the D-ITP, but also 
with local and national experimental groups. 
 
Applicants should submit a detailed CV together with research and teaching statements 
(in pdf format) by email to application-science@uva.nl (specifying the vacancy number 
12-319 in the subject line), and arrange for three recommendation letters to be sent to 
references-science@uva.nl. The subject line should be “Reference, vacancy 12-319, 
[name of the applicant]“. Further details can be obtained upon request. Review of 
applications will begin on March 1, 2013 and continue until the position is filled. 
 
Useful links: 
 
Official announcement: http://www.uva.nl/en/about-the-uva/working-at-the-
uva/vacancies/item/12-319.html 
 
D-ITP: http://www.d-itp.nl/ 
 
GRAPPA: http://grappa.science.uva.nl/ 
 
NIKHEF: http://www.nikhef.nl/ 
Email for Reference Letters: references-science@uva.nl 
 
Contact: Gianfranco Bertone 
Email: g.bertone@uva.nl 
More Information:  



http://www.uva.nl/en/about-the-uva/working-at-the-uva/vacancies/item/12-319.html 
Letters of Reference should be sent to: references-science@uva.nl 
 


